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China motor market has a promising future, but as long with increasing investment 
from Multinational Corporation, the competition among motor companies is intensive. 
Under this circumstance, entrepreneurs should adjust operating and management method 
to adapt to outer environment changes, meanwhile efficient company process is the basis 
for the adaption. Customer request is changing every time, and their requirement for 
vehicle quality and performance makes many car builders realize the importance of 
complete information and resource of supply chain, effective solution to unknowing 
problems and improvement of part quality and vehicle quality. Therefore, how to design a 
supply chain management process to improve enterprise competence is the core of the 
thesis. 
The thesis cites examples from real work, summing up experience of handling supply 
chain problems for standardized supply chain quality management process. Firstly, the 
thesis analyzes communication and low working efficiency problems between 
departments of company F and supply chain organization during quality management 
process; secondly, the thesis elaborates the overall process of company F aftermarket 
quality problem of a key component, mainly using PDCA ring, failure analysis and other 
analytical tools to find the real problem between different organizations, using weibull 
analysis software to do risk assessment, discussing the solve countermeasures, and using 
the quality statistics tool to verify performance. Based on practical cases, the author uses 
process design theory to create quality problem solving process, unstable quality analysis 
process and quality emergency problem management process, thus to solve supply chain 
quality management problem in Company F. By designing appropriate process, the author 
also provides method to quick problem finding and solving in order to improve efficiency.  
When peers read the thesis, the author hopes they can take a reference of practical 
quality problem management method to solve quality problems in real life and improve 
quality management and supply chain management efficiency. 
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和顾客（SIPOC）[7]，如图 2-1 所示。 
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